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been a brighter exhibition of divine wisdom and benevolence.

Shall this progress be arrested when the present economy
closes? We know that the righteous will for ever advance in

holiness and happiness. Why may not a part of that increase

depend upon their introduction into higher and higher econ

omies through eternal ages? May not this be one of the modes

in which new developments of the character of God will open

upon them in the world of bliss?

The Scriptures represent the material aspect of the new

heavens and the new earth, when first the righteous enter

upon them, to be one of surpassing glory. But why may not

other developments await them in the round of eternal ages,
as their expanding faculties are able to understand and appre
ciate them?

The greater the variety of new scenes in the material world

which shall be presented to the mind, such as an infinite Deity
shall devise, the more intense the happiness of their contem

plations; and who can set limits to the permutations which

such a being can produce, even upon matter? I can form no

conjecture as to the nature of those new developments; nor

do I believe they could be understood in our present state. I

feel as if those formed too low an estimate of the new heavens

and the new earth, who imagine a repetition there of the

most curious organic structures, the most splendid flowers and

fruits, and the most enchanting landscapes of the present
world. I fancy that scenes far more enchanting, and objects
far more glorious, will meet the soul at its first entrance upon
the new earth, even though to mortal vision it should present

only an ocean of fire. I imagine a thousand new inlets into

the soul; nay, I think of it as all eye, all ear, all sensation;

now plunging deeper into the infinitesimal parts of matter than

the microscope can carry us, and now soaring away, perhaps
on the waves of the mysterious ether, far beyond the ken of

the telescope. And if such is the first entrance into heaven,

who can conjecture what new fields and new glories shall open
before the mind, and fill it with ecstasy, as it flies onward

without end! But I dare not indulge further in these hypo
thetical, yet fascinating thoughts; yet let us never forget, that

in a very short time, far shorter than we imagine, all the

scenes of futurity will be to us a thrilling reality. We shall

then know in a moment how much of troth there is in these
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